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AbstracL The specimens of Fei-,Cos alloys obtained by electrodeposition onlo 
graphite were tested by MBsbauer spedrawnw and x-ray diffraction. "0 stluctural 
transformations from the todysentmd cubic to the h e a n t r e d  cubic and huther to 
the hexagonal, as the CO mncentration inaeases. were observed. How the hypersne 
field depends on the occupancies of the %I and 4s stales was deduced. Changes in the 
preferred direction d domain magnetization mused by Ihe variable Co mncentration 
have also k e n  o b s e d .  

1. Jntmduction 

In recent years, many experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted to 
testing the interesting magnetic properties of alloys and intermetallic compounds of 
Fe-Co 114 .  The main objectives were to determine the changes in the hyperfine 
magnetic field (HMF) and the isomer shift (IS), which occurred in specimens made hy 
melting Fe and Co. The type of magnetic order and the crystalline structure were 
also determined. 

Very recently, alloys prepared by electrodeposition have been used for Mbsbauer 
testing [5-8]. Electrodeposition is a very simple method allowing one to obtain films 
of high purity and required thickness. It is useful to compare the properties of the 
Fe-& alloys obtained by the thermal and electrolytic methods. The purpose of the 
research described below was to test the crystalline structure and to evaluate the 
parameters of the hypefine interactions in the electrodeposited Fe-CO allays over all 
the concentration range. 

2. Experimental details 

Specimens of Fe,-,Co, alloys were prepared by electrodeposition onto graphite. 
The electrolyte did not contain the brightness additions commonly used in industry 
and it consisted of FeC1,.4H20 (39.7 g dm-3), CoC1,.6H,O (47.6 g dm-3), HCI 
and H,O. In order to obtain specimens with various W and Co concentrations, the 
areas of the submerged iron and cobalt anodes were changed. The cathode potential 
was U = -2.5 V for all the specimens. The specimens were deposited at  mm 
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temperature and a constant pH of 27. The current density was between 8.9 and 
17.3 mA an-*; the time of deposition was between 1 and 3.5 k 

The thickness of the deposited fdms depends on the current density and the time 
of deposition. The mass of the deposit was measured by weighing the gaphite base 
and the specimen obtained after rinsing and drying. The thickness of the alloys was 
determined on the basis of the mass, the area of the specimens and the average 
density of the alloy (the density pR of ion is 7.86 g the density pkXa of 
hexagonal cobalt 8.836 g and the density pmba of cubic cobalt 8.788 g c n r 3  
IS]). 'he average thickness of the deposited films was between 3.0 and 21.6 fim. 

X-ray diffraction tests were performed using an x-ray dieactometer and the 
Brag-Brentano method. 

M h b a u e r  measurements were carried out at room temperature using a standard 
constant-acceleration spectrometer. The source was 57CO(Cr) of 50 mCi activity. 

The alloy composition was determined by the quantitative chemical analysis 
(atomic absorption spectroscopy). The accuracy of the determination of the 
composition was as follows: the relative standard deviations for Fe were between 
0.5 and 4.5% of the iron contents and for Co were between 0.5 and 3.1% of the 
cobalt contents in the alloy. 

3. Results and discussion 

Cobalt and iron constitute solid solutions over all the concentration range. Ln this 
experiment, alloys of CO concentrations between 0 and 64 at.% were body centred 
cubic (BCC), between 65 and 97 at.% face centred cubic (FCC) and over 97 at.% 
hexagonal close packed (HCP). The lattice parameters of the Hcp-structurcd specimens 
are given in table 1. 

Figure 1 shows the variation in the lattice parameter n with the CO concentration 
for the Bcc and FCC structures. The results of our tests on the BCC Fe-CO alloys 
(z < 0.64) do not conform to the theoretical calculations [lo]. In that work it was 
calculated that the equilibrium lattice constant of the Feco alloys increased with 
increasing CO concentration, reached a maximum value at about 25 at.% CO and 
then decreased to the value equal to the lattice constant of pure iron when the Co 
conantration is about 60 at.%. The results of our experiment show, however, that the 
lattice parameter of the BCC electrodeposited F e c o  alloys slightly decreases when 
the CO concentration increases. 

'lhbk 1. Lattice parameters of HcP-structured specimens. 

CO mncentration 
(at.%) 

99.97 25011 4.0886 
59.96 25036 4.0886 
98.50 25086 4.1221 

All the Fe,-,Co, alloys are ferromagnetic. The spectral tines are a little broader 
than those of pure iron. '@pial Mossbauer spectra at various CO concentrations 
are shown in figure Z(u). The experimentally obtained spectra were fitted using 
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1 fCC 

F@re 1. Lattice parameter of FecO alloys as a 
function of the CO mncenmtion for the BCC and 
FCC suuctures: a, elwtrodcposited specimens; 0, 
mnventionally prepared sample of pure iron. 
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the continuous hyperfine field distribution by the HeSseRiibartsch [I11 method. 
k m p l e s  of the field distribution me shown in figure Z(b). 

Figure 3 shows the average hyperfine field as a function of the CO concentration 
and as a function of the mean number of electrons per atom. The average hyperfine 
field at the Fe site shows the maximum which corresponds to the maximum bulk 
magnetization from the Slater-Paulig cume. No discontinuities have been observed, 
within the. limits of experimental error, during the structural transformations of BCC 
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to FCC and of FCC to HCP. The ohsewed maximal value of the average field occurs 
in the alloy containing about 30 at.% Co. This result conforms to the experimental 
data and the theoretical calculations described in [lo]. 

IIb compare our results with those obtained for conventionally prepared alloys @y 
melting) we ako show in figure 3 the average WMFS at V e  from [12]. There are some 
differences in the values of the average hyperfine fields, hut the general trend is the 
same. Similar differences in the hypenine fields were ohsewed for electrodeposited 
and metallurgical Fe-Ni alloys [13]. 

No essential differences were observed for the hexagonally structured alloys in the 
hyperfine field. 

CO raclntlt i ln lOI../.l 0 mncatmtan IOt .%l  

ngum 3. The average HMP as a function the CO 
mneentralion and the mean number of elect" 
per atom: e, cur experimental dam; afraighl lines, 
least-squares dt; 0.0, mperimenlal data from 1121 
for Lermally prepared Fe-Co alloys. 

~ l g o m  4 The average IS of "k (relative IO pure 
Fe) â , a function of the CO mncenlralion at mom 
temperature. 

The IS is proportional to the total density of s electrons in the flR nucleus and 
depends on the electron structure of the Fe atom and its environment. IS as a function 
of the CO concentration is shown in figure 4. In accordance with the theoretical 
calculations by the single-band binding CPA method [3], the number of d electrons in 
the Fe. atoms increases relative to pure iron when the CO concentration in the BCC Fk- 
CO alloys increases. On the assumption that the density of the 4s electrons does not 
vary, the increase in the number of 3d electrons causes the number of 3s electrons to 
decrease, so that the IS becomes larger. In [12] it was established that the IS is positive 
with respect to pure iron and the electron density at Fe nuclei decreases when iron 
is alloyed with other metals. In our experiment the Is of electrodeposited R,-,Co, 
alloys changes its sign relative to the IS of pure iron. Thus for I < 0.03 the sign of the 
IS is negative and for I > 0.03 it is positive in relation to that of pure iron (figure 4). 
There may be a difference between thermally prepared and electrodeposited alloys in 
the case I = 0, i.e. pure iron. In the electrodeposited layers there are interior stresses 
due to the high concentration of defects 1131. Interior stresses may cause the distances 
between atoms to decrease and further the pressure to increase. Furthermore, the 
lattice constant of electrodeposited Fe is a little smaller than the lattice constant of 
a conventionally prepared sample of pure iron (see figure l), and this may also be 
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a reason for the increase in the pressure. On the other hand it is known [14] that 
for a-Fe the increase in the pressure causes a decrease in the IS. So a negative sign 
of the IS relative to the IS for pure iron is possible. Moreover our results do not 
conform to the theoretical calculations [lo]. The course of the changes is similar but 
the theoretically calculated Is values are several lines larger than those measured by 
us experimentally. 

For both CO concentrations x < 0.30 and CO concentrations + > 0.30 the 
dependence IS(+) is linear. We can wite (as in [4]) that at a given CO concentration 
the IS depends on + as follows: 

d(IS)/d+ = [ a ( l S ) / @ ~ ] ( d n ~ / d ~ )  + [a(IS)/ank](dne/dx). (1) 

Considering only the B E -  and Fcc-structured specimens, the straight-line slope 
factors were calculated using the least-squares method and the results are as follows: 
for z < 0.30, d(rs)/dx = +0.128 mm s-' and for I > 0.30, d(rs)/dr = 
-0.035 mm s-'. These results conform approximately to those from [4]. 

170 , I 

1,. r' , 
320 1 

-nom -om0 o.mo anis om om 
I~mrsnll!  I"/%, CO rons~nfrmon 1.2,.*/.1 

~igurr s me average UMP as a function or the 
average IS at mom temperature. 

@"re 6. m e  quare mot ( ( ~ 2 )  - ( H ) * ) I ' ~  
of Ihe variance of the $'Fe HMF distribution of 
electrcdeposiled F e 0  alloys as a function of the 
CO mncentration. 

The description of the M6sshauer spectra allowed us to obtain the dependence 
of the average hyperfine field as a function of the IS (figure 5). In our work on the 
Fe-Ni alloys [15] we have paid attention to the mutual dependence between these 
two quantities. A similar relation also occurs for the FeCo alloys investigated. The 
statement in [IO] that such a relation does not exist is therefore not true. 

It should be noted that at both x < 0.30 and z. > 0.30 the function H(ls) is linear. 
The calculated straight-line slope factors are as follows: for x < 0.30, dH/d(ls) 
= 979.612 kG m m - I  s and for x > 0.30, dH/d(ls) = 1950.148 kG mm-' s. The 
hyperfine field depends on the electron structure of the alloy so that it is connected 
with the 36 and 4s elecnon density fluctuations. For a given CO concentration value 
x, the dependence is as follows: 

dH/d(IS) = (aH/an,)[dng/d(ls)l t (aH/an,)[dn,/d(lS)]. (2) 

The unknown values dn,/d(Is) and dn,/d(is) were calculated using the quantities 
dnM/dx = $0.72 electrons for x < 0.30, dn,,/dx = -0.48 electrons for z. > 0.30 
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and dn,,/dx = -0.02 electrons based on [4], and from the results of our work 
d(IS)/dz = 0.128 nun s-l for x < 0.30 and d(rs)/dz = -0.035 nun s-' for 
z > 0.30. After solving equation (2) for the concentration ranges z < 0.30 
and x > 0.30 the following values resulted: a H / a n %  = 162.02 kG/electron and 
aH/an, = -460.19 kG/electron. 

On the basis of figure 3, one can agree that the dependence of the average 
hyperfine field on z is also linear for appropriate concentration values. The slope 
factors of the straight lines are equal: for z < 0.30, dH/dx = 128.26 kG and, for 
z > 0.30, dH/dz = -71.44 kG. One can therefore Write one more equation: 

dH/dz = (aH/an,)(dn,/dx) + (aH/an+)(dn4/dz) .  (3) 

On the basis of the values of dn,/dx and dn,/dx from [4] it was estimated that 
aH/an, = 166.42 kG/electron and a H / a n ,  = -422.07 kG/electron. So the 
average values of the hyperfine field fluctuations caused by the variation in the 
3d and 4s electron density are a H / a n ,  = 164.22 kG/electron and aH/an ,  = 
-441.13 kG/electron. The a H / a n % -  and aH/an,-values obtained thus are 
probable, especially the fact that the M and 4s electron density fluctuations are 
small [4]. The signs of a€f/an, and aH/an, are different, but it is known [I21 
that the spin density caused by the 4s electrons in the alloys may be of different signs 
at various alloy compositions. 

Figure 6 shows the square root ((H') - (H)z)'/z of the variance of the hyperfine 
field measured on the "Fe nuclei of electrodeposited F e 4 3  alloys. The variance is 
a measure of the width of the HMF distribution, which reflects the inhomogeneity in 
local environments of "Fe nuclei. The measured variance of the HMF distribution 
for pure iron was not zero; its square mot was 3.5 kG. This non-zero value may 
be connected with some defects in the alloy and with the existence of the grain 
boundaries in the polycrystalline specimen. The results of our experiment conform 
well m [4]. Figure 6 also shows the measured HMF variances for the FCC- and 
HCP-StruCtured alloys. 

The average angle 0 between the hyperfine field direction and the direction of 
the absorbed 7-rays may be calculated on the basis of the intensity ratio of the sextet 
lines [16]: 

D,,/D, = 3 ( i + c o ~ ~ e ) / ( 4 s i n ~ e )  ( 4 4  

and 

D,/D, = (4sin20)/(1+cos2B) (46) 

where D,,, D, and D, are the intensities of the lines 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 
and 4 in the sextet. From a given angle 0 it is possible to calculate the average 
angle + = 9oo - 0 between the domain magnetization direction and the plane of the 
specimen. The results suggest that the magnetization vector has no fixed direction, 
but it is distributed over an angle range, which means that for 0.00 < z < 0.34 and 
0.90 < x < 0.93, 4 belongs to the interval from 43O to 6l0 and for 0.40 < x < 0.84 
and 0.96 < I < 1.00, 4 belongs to the range between 21° and Bo. 
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4. Conclusions 

There are several conclusions that we can draw about the crystalline and magnetic 
structure of the electrodeposited Feco alloys. 

(i) When the concentration of CO dissolved in Fe increases the crystalline structure 
of the Feco alloy changes from Bcc to Fcc and further to HCP. In comparison with 
thermally obtained alloys, the 7-phase appears at a lower CO concentration and the 
hexagonal structure appears only in alloys of high CO concentration, i.e. over 98 at%. 

(E) Over the structural transformation ranges there are no discontinuities in 
the dependence of the hyperline field on the Co concentration I. This can be 
interpreted as follows: the interatomic distances d, in the FCC and BCC structures 
are approximately equal, namely d, = 2.4502 A for FCC and d, = 2.4648 A for BCC, 
but the number of the nearest neighbours is 12 for F c c  and 8 for BCC structures. 
The different numbers of nearest neighbours may cause the change in the hyperfine 
field. We suppose that absence of any changes in the hyperfine field was caused by 
the further neighbours of the "Fe atom. 

(i) Rather small differences between the values of the hyperfine fields observed 
for Feco alloys prepared electrolytically and thermally may be connected with 
the technology. In the electrolytic method, gradual growth of the alloy thickness 
occurs at mom temperature. Therefore differences between the hyperfine interaction 
parameters for each layer may appear. However, in the thermal method the process 
of alloy formation usually occurs at a high temperature in the whole volume of the 
specimen. 

(iv) On the simple assumption that at the Co concentrations e < 0.30 and 
I > 0.30 the characteristics H(ls )  and H ( x )  are linear, the changes in the hyperfine 
field caused by the fluctuations in the population of the 3d and 4s levels are equal: 
aH/dn ,  = 164.22 kG1electron and a H / a n ,  = -441.13 kGIelectron. 

- 
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